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-Accessible at SecondLife.com

-SL Software client installed on the Local machine

-SL servers delivers content via internet

-SL servers handle data management, avatar telemetry, 

communications channels

-Client software provides tool sets to develop and explore the 3D virtual 

worlds

-Virtual Worlds and SL in particular are an open canvas – Users self 

govern within boundaries defined by the developer (in this case Linden 

Labs)
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Here are some pictures from within Second Life – to give you an idea of 

what the virtual world looks like.  

It looks like a computer game.  
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Another example.
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-Largest percentage of users are from the US – but still less than 50%

-Most users are in U.S., Europe, and Japan.

-A significant international mix, predominantly western.
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-There is a nice distribution of age demographics to tap into when 

thinking about future surveys. This is not as typical in other “Game” 

technologies.

-It’s not as young a population as you might suspect.  The largest 

age groups are 25-34 year olds and 35-44 year olds, equally 

represented.

-The SL grid is 18 and above

-The is a SL Teen Grid to accommodate 13 - 17 year olds. Adults are 

not permitted to join.

-The is a voluntary age verification process that can be utilized ands 

some parcels or sites use this as a discriminator criteria for entrance.

-Some other discriminators can be the “age” of your account. (e.g. No 

newbies) 
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-The graph is not intended to be used to evaluate each dimension in the 

graph, but rather it is giving indication that the technology is 

experiencing a healthy growth in it use.

-The graph depicts Second Life economic activity from January 2005 

through November 2008, including total number of purchases, sales, 

Linden dollars (the SL currency).

-Linden Labs is the developer of Second Life. There headquarters is out 

of San Francisco

-The SL currency exchanges at a rate of about 260 Linden dollars for 

every 1 U.S. dollar.  
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-The use of avatars my offer enhancements to web-based self-

administered surveys.  Consumer research has shown that avatars add 

a positive, personalized experience to online purchases.  Avatars may 

offer survey respondents that same personalized experience thereby 

increasing survey response rates and improving data quality.

-We developed the prototype facility in Summer of 08.

-We are currently conducting pilot studies in Second Life to evaluate the 

viability as a survey mode.

-A long term consideration is the potential of a survey panel of SL 

avatars.
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-The traffic to the RTI site was heavily influenced by running a survey 

that offered an incentive to participants

-Other sites are being monitored to have some level of baseline

-This data is an informal collection and was started as part of the first 

steps to leveraging SL as an RTI marketing tool
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Two avatars will be conducting the demonstration in world.  Please meet Frances 

Meriman and Sadie Winterfeld.

- Orientation island

- RTI Site
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We are conducting interviews between avatars.  

One thrust of virtual reality research has found that there is a 

relationship between what your avatar looks like and does in virtual 

reality and what you do in real life.  Avatar behavior can affect real-life 

behavior!

Some preliminary lab research conducted at Stanford has shown that 

people who watch their avatars work out, say on a treadmill or other 

exercise equipment, in virtual reality, are more likely to exercise in real 

life in the week or two after viewing.  Our pilot interviewing study is 

looking at this issue.
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“You think Second Lifers want to be your next generation of lab rats?”


